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Abstract
We derive certain systems of differential equations for matrix elements of products
and iterates of logarithmic intertwining operators among strongly graded generalized
modules for a strongly graded vertex algebra under a certain finiteness condition and
a condition related to the horizontal gradings. Using these systems of differential
equations, we verify the convergence and extension property needed in the logarithmic
tensor category theory for such strongly graded generalized modules developed by
Huang, Lepowsky and Zhang.
1 Introduction
In the present paper, we generalize the arguments in [H] (cf. [HLZ7]) to prove that for
a strongly graded conformal vertex algebra V , matrix elements of products and iterates of
logarithmic intertwining operators among triples of strongly graded generalized V -modules
under suitable assumptions satisfy certain systems of differential equations and that the
prescribed singular points are regular. Using these differential equations, we verify the
convergence and extension property needed in the theory of logarithmic tensor categories for
strongly graded generalized V -modules in [HLZ7].
The notion of strongly graded conformal vertex algebra and the notion of its strongly
graded module were introduced in [HLZ1] as natural concepts from which the theory of log-
arithmic tensor categories was developed. A strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra V
(respectively, a strongly A˜-graded V -module) is a vertex algebra (respectively, a V -module),
with a weight-grading provided by a conformal vector in V (an L(0)-eigenspace decom-
position), and with a second, compatible grading by an abelian group A (respectively, an
abelian group A˜ containing A as its subgroup), satisfying certain grading restriction condi-
tions. One important source of examples of strongly graded conformal vertex algebras and
modules comes from the vertex algebras and modules associated with not necessarily positive
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definite even lattices. In particular, the tensor products of vertex operator algebras and the
vertex algebras associated with even lattices are strongly graded conformal vertex algebras
(see [Y1],[Y2]). In [B1], Borcherds used the vertex algebra associated with the self-dual
Lorentzian lattice of rank 2 and its tensor product with V ♮ to construct the “Monster” Lie
algebra.
It was proved in [H] that if every module W for a vertex operator algebra V =
∐
n∈Z V(n)
satisfies the C1-cofiniteness condition, that is, dim W/C1(W ) < ∞, where C1(W ) is the
subspace of W spanned by elements of the form u−1w for u ∈ V+ =
∐
n>0 V(n) and w ∈ W ,
then matrix elements of products and iterates of intertwining operators among triples of V -
modules satisfy certain systems of differential equations. Moreover, for prescribed singular
points, there exist such systems of differential equations such that the prescribed singular
points are regular.
To develop the representation theory of vertex operator algebras that are not reductive,
it is necessary to consider generalized modules that are not completely reducible and the
logarithmic intertwining operators among them (see [M1] and [M2]). In [HLZ7], using the
same argument as in [H], certain systems of differential equations were derived for matrix
elements of products and iterates of logarithmic intertwining operators among triples of
generalized V -modules. In this paper, we prove similar, more general results for matrix
elements of products and iterates of logarithmic intertwining operators among triples of
strongly graded generalized modules for a strongly graded vertex algebra.
We first generalize the C1-cofiniteness condition for generalized modules for a vertex oper-
ator algebra to a C1-cofiniteness condition with respect to A˜ for strongly A˜-graded generalized
modules for a strongly graded vertex algebra. That is, every strongly graded generalized A˜-
module W satisfies the condition that for β ∈ A˜, dim W (β)/(C1(W ))
(β) < ∞, where W (β)
and (C1(W ))
(β) are the A˜-homogeneous subspace of W and C1(W ) with A˜-grading β, re-
spectively. Furthermore, we associate to each w ∈ W (β) a set of partitions of β in A˜, which
we call an A˜-pattern of w. We say vertex operators preserve the A˜-pattern of an element
w ∈ W (β) if for each A-homogeneous element u ∈ V (α), k ∈ Z and the A˜-pattern of w, the
A˜-pattern of ukw only involve α and the A˜-pattern of w. This is a very natural assump-
tion and is very easy to verify for familiar examples of strongly graded modules for strongly
graded vertex algebras.
The key step in deriving systems of differential equations in [H] is to construct an R =
C[z±11 , z
±1
2 , (z1 − z2)
−1]-module T , which is a tensor product of R and a given quadruple
of modules for a vertex operator algebra, and a finitely generated quotient module of T
by dividing an R-submodule J equivalent to the Jacobi identity of intertwining operators.
However, for a quadruple of strongly graded generalized modules for a strongly graded vertex
algebra, both the R-module T constructed in the same way involves tensor products of
infinitely many A˜-homogeneous subspaces of the strongly graded generalized modules and
thus the quotient module T/J is not finitely generated.
Thanks to the assumption that vertex operators preserve the A˜-patterns of elements
in the C1-cofinite strongly graded generalized modules, we can consider a submodule of T
consisting of tensor products of four elements whose A˜-patterns come from a given quadruple
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of elements in the quadruple of strongly graded generalized modules. In particular, this
R-submodule of T only involves finitely many A˜-homogeneous subspaces and its quotient
module by J is finitely generated.
Under the C1-cofiniteness condition with respect to A˜ and the assumption that the A˜-
pattern of each element is preserved under vertex operators for the strongly A˜-graded gen-
eralized modules, we construct a natural map from the finitely generated R-module to the
set of matrix elements of products and iterates of logarithmic intertwining operators among
triples of strongly graded generalized V -modules. The images of certain elements under this
map provide systems of differential equations for the matrix elements of products and iter-
ates of logarithmic intertwining operators, as a consequence of the L(−1)-derivative property
for the logarithmic intertwining operators. Moreover, for any prescribed singular point, we
derive certain systems of differential equations such that this prescribed singular point is reg-
ular. Using these systems of differential equations, we verify the convergence and extension
property needed in the construction of associativity isomorphism for the logarithmic tensor
category structure developed in [HLZ1]-[HLZ8].
The present paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall the definitions and
some basic properties of strongly graded vertex algebras and their strongly graded gener-
alized modules. In Section 3, we introduce the C1-cofiniteness condition with respect to
A˜ for strongly A˜-graded generalized modules, the A˜-patterns of elements in the C1-cofinite
strongly graded generalized modules and the assumption that the A˜-patterns are preserved
by the vertex operators. In Section 4, we recall the definition of logarithmic intertwining
operators among strongly graded generalized modules. The existence of systems of differ-
ential equations and the existence of systems with regular prescribed singular points are
established in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. In Section 7, we prove the convergence and
extension property for products and iterates of logarithmic intertwining operators among
strongly graded generalized modules for a strongly graded vertex algebra. In Section 8, we
provide examples of strongly graded vertex algebras and their strongly graded generalized
modules.
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2 Strongly graded vertex algebras and their modules
In this Section, we recall the basic definitions from [HLZ1] (cf. [Y1], [Y2]).
Definition 2.1 A conformal vertex algebra is a Z-graded vector space
V =
∐
n∈Z
V(n)
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equipped with a linear map:
V → (End V )[[x, x−1]]
v 7→ Y (v, x) =
∑
n∈Z
vnx
−n−1,
and equipped also with two distinguished vectors: vacuum vector 1 ∈ V(0) and conformal
vector ω ∈ V(2), satisfying the following conditions for u, v ∈ V :
• the lower truncation condition:
unv = 0 for n sufficiently large;
• the vacuum property:
Y (1, x) = 1V ;
• the creation property:
Y (v, x)1 ∈ V [[x]] and lim
x→0
Y (v, x)1 = v;
• the Jacobi identity (the main axiom):
x−10 δ
(
x1 − x2
x0
)
Y (u, x1)Y (v, x2)− x
−1
0 δ
(
x2 − x1
−x0
)
Y (v, x2)Y (u, x1)
= x−12 δ
(
x1 − x0
x2
)
Y (Y (u, x0)v, x2);
• the Virasoro algebra relations:
[L(m), L(n)] = (m− n)L(m+ n) +
1
12
(m3 −m)δn+m,0c
for m,n ∈ Z, where
L(n) = ωn+1 for n ∈ Z, i.e., Y (ω, x) =
∑
n∈Z
L(n)x−n−2,
c ∈ C (central charge of V );
satisfying the L(−1)-derivative property:
d
dx
Y (v, x) = Y (L(−1)v, x);
and
L(0)v = nv = (wt v)v for n ∈ Z and v ∈ V(n).
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This completes the definition of the notion of conformal vertex algebra. We will denote
such a conformal vertex algebra by (V, Y, 1, ω).
Definition 2.2 Given a conformal vertex algebra (V, Y, 1, ω), a module for V is a C-graded
vector space
W =
∐
n∈C
W(n) (2.1)
equipped with a linear map
V → (End W )[[x, x−1]]
v 7→ Y (v, x) =
∑
n∈Z
vnx
−n−1
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
• the lower truncation condition: for v ∈ V and w ∈ W ,
vnw = 0 for n sufficiently large;
• the vacuum property:
Y (1, x) = 1W ;
• the Jacobi identity for vertex operators on W : for u, v ∈ V ,
x−10 δ
(
x1 − x2
x0
)
Y (u, x1)Y (v, x2)− x
−1
0 δ
(
x2 − x1
−x0
)
Y (v, x2)Y (u, x1)
= x−12 δ
(
x1 − x0
x2
)
Y (Y (u, x0)v, x2);
• the Virasoro algebra relations on W with scalar c equal to the central charge of V :
[L(m), L(n)] = (m− n)L(m+ n) +
1
12
(m3 −m)δn+m,0c
for m,n ∈ Z, where
L(n) = ωn+1 for n ∈ Z, i.e., Y (ω, x) =
∑
n∈Z
L(n)x−n−2;
satisfying the L(−1)-derivative property
d
dx
Y (v, x) = Y (L(−1)v, x);
and
(L(0)− n)w = 0 for n ∈ C and w ∈ W(n). (2.2)
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This completes the definition of the notion of module for a conformal vertex algebra.
Definition 2.3 A generalized module for a conformal vertex algebra is defined in the same
way as a module for a conformal vertex algebra except that in the grading (2.1), each space
W(n) is replaced by W[n], where W[n] is the generalized L(0)-eigenspace corresponding to the
generalized eigenvalue n ∈ C; that is, (2.1) and (2.2) in the definition are replaced by
W =
∐
n∈C
W[n]
and
for n ∈ C and w ∈ W[n], (L(0)− n)
kw = 0, for k ∈ N sufficiently large,
respectively. For w ∈ W[n], we still write wt w = n for the generalized weight of w.
Definition 2.4 Let A be an abelian group. A conformal vertex algebra
V =
∐
n∈Z
V(n)
is said to be strongly graded with respect to A (or strongly A-graded, or just strongly graded
if the abelian group A is understood) if it is equipped with a second gradation, by A,
V =
∐
α∈A
V (α),
such that the following conditions are satisfied: the two gradations are compatible, that is,
V (α) =
∐
n∈Z
V
(α)
(n) , where V
(α)
(n) = V(n) ∩ V
(α) for any α ∈ A;
for any α, β ∈ A and n ∈ Z,
V
(α)
(n) = 0 for n sufficiently negative;
dimV
(α)
(n) <∞;
1 ∈ V
(0)
(0) ; ω ∈ V
(0)
(2) ;
vlV
(β) ⊂ V (α+β) for any v ∈ V (α), l ∈ Z.
This completes the definition of the notion of strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra.
For modules for a strongly graded algebra we would also like to have a second grading by
an abelian group, and it is natural to allow this group to be larger than the second grading
group A for the algebra. (Note that this already occurs for the first grading group, which is
Z for algebras and C for modules.)
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Definition 2.5 Let A be an abelian group and V a strongly A-graded conformal vertex
algebra. Let A˜ be an abelian group containing A as a subgroup. A V -module (respectively,
generalized V -module)
W =
∐
n∈C
W(n) (respectively, W
(β) =
∐
n∈C
W[n])
is said to be strongly graded with respect to A˜ (or strongly A˜-graded, or just strongly graded)
if the abelian group A˜ is understood) if it is equipped with a second gradation, by A˜,
W =
∐
β∈A˜
W (β),
such that the following conditions are satisfied: the two gradations are compatible, that is,
for any β ∈ A˜,
W (β) =
∐
n∈C
W
(β)
(n) , where W
(β)
(n) =W(n) ∩W
(β)
(respectively, W (β) =
∐
n∈C
W
(β)
[n] , where W
(β)
[n] = W[n] ∩W
(β));
for any α ∈ A, β ∈ A˜ and n ∈ C,
W
(β)
(n+k) = 0 (respectively, W
(β)
[n+k] = 0) for k ∈ Z sufficiently negative; (2.3)
dimW
(β)
(n) <∞ (respectively, dimW
(β)
[n] <∞);
vlW
(β) ⊂W (α+β) for any v ∈ V (α), l ∈ Z.
A strongly A˜-graded (generalized) V -module W is said to be lower bounded if instead of
(2.3), it satisfies the stronger condition that for any β ∈ A˜,
W
(β)
(n) = 0 (respectively, W
(β)
[n] = 0) for n ∈ C and R(n) sufficiently negative.
This completes the definition of the notion of strongly A˜-graded generalized module for
a strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra.
Remark 2.6 In the strongly graded case, subalgebras (submodules) are vertex subalgebras
(submodules) that are strongly graded; algebra and module homomorphisms are of course
understood to preserve the grading by A or A˜.
Definition 2.7 Let V be a strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra. The subspaces V
(α)
(n)
for n ∈ Z, α ∈ A are called the doubly homogeneous subspaces of V . The elements in V
(α)
(n) are
called doubly homogeneous elements. Similar definitions can be used for W
(β)
(n) (respectively,
W
(β)
[n] ) in the strongly graded (generalized) module W .
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Notation 2.8 Let v be a doubly homogeneous element of V . Let wt vn, n ∈ Z, refer to the
weight of vn as an operator acting on W , and let A-wt vn refer to the A-weight of vn on W .
Similarly, let w be a doubly homogeneous element of W . We use wt w to denote the weight
of w and A˜-wt w to denote the A˜-grading of w.
Lemma 2.9 Let v ∈ V
(α)
(n) , for n ∈ Z, α ∈ A. Then for m ∈ Z, wt vm = n − m − 1 and
A-wt vm = α.
Proof. The first equation is standard from the theory of graded conformal vertex algebras
and the second follows easily from the definitions.
With the strong gradedness condition on a (generalized) module, we can now define the
corresponding notion of contragredient module.
Definition 2.10 Let W =
∐
β∈A˜,n∈CW
(β)
[n] be a strongly A˜-graded generalized module for
a strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra. For each β ∈ A˜ and n ∈ C, let us identify
(W
(β)
[n] )
∗ with the subspace of W ∗ consisting of the linear function on W vanishing on each
W
(γ)
[n] with γ 6= β or m 6= n. We define W
′ to be the (A˜×C)-graded vector subspaces of W ∗
given by
W ′ =
∐
β∈A˜,n∈C
(W ′)
(β)
[n] , where (W
′)
(β)
[n] = (W
(−β)
[n] )
∗.
The adjoint vertex operators Y ′(v, z) (v ∈ V ) on W ′ is defined in the same way as vertex
operator algebra in Section 5.2 in [FHL]:
〈Y ′(v, z)w′, w〉 = 〈w′, Y (ezL(1)(−z−2)L(0)v, z−1)w〉 (2.4)
For w′ ∈ W ′, w ∈ W . The pair (W ′, Y ′) carries a strongly graded module structure as
follows:
Proposition 2.11 Let A˜ be an abelian group containing A as a subgroup and V a strongly
A-graded conformal vertex algebra. Let (W,Y ) be a strongly A˜-graded V -module (respec-
tively, generalized V -module). Then the pair (W ′, Y ′) carries a strongly A˜-graded V -module
(respectively, generalized V -module) structure. If W is lower bounded, so is W ′.
Definition 2.12 The pair (W ′, Y ′) is called the contragredient module of (W,Y ).
3 C1-cofiniteness condition
In this Section, we will let V denote a strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra and let
W denote a strongly A˜-graded generalized V -module, where A, A˜ are abelian groups and A
is an abelian subgroup of A˜.
In the following definition, we generalize the C1-cofiniteness condition for generalized
modules for a vertex operator algebra to a C1-cofiniteness condition for strongly A˜-graded
generalized modules for a strongly graded conformal vertex algebra.
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Definition 3.1 Let C1(W ) be the subspace ofW spanned by elements of the form u−1w for
u ∈ V+ =
∐
n>0
V(n)
and w ∈ W . The A˜-grading on W induces an A˜-grading on W/C1(W ):
W/C1(W ) =
∐
β∈A˜
(W/C1(W ))
(β),
where
(W/C1(W ))
(β) =W (β)/(C1(W ))
(β)
for β ∈ A˜. If dim (W/C1(W ))
(β) < ∞ for β ∈ A˜, we say that W is C1-cofinite with respect
to A˜ or W satisfies the C1-cofiniteness condition with respect to A˜.
Notation 3.2 In this paper, unless otherwise stated, we will fixed the grading group for the
strongly graded modules. If a strongly graded module is C1-cofinite with respect to A˜, we
say it is a C1-cofinite strongly graded module in abbreviation.
We associate each w ∈ W (β) with a set of partitions of β in A˜, which we denote by Pw(β),
in the following way: If w /∈ C1(W ), then define Pw(β) = {β}; If w ∈ C1(W ), then w is a
linear span of elements of the form (ui)−1w
′
i for i = 1, . . . , n, where ui ∈ V is A-homogeneous
with A-wt ui = αi and w
′
i ∈ W
(β−αi). We define Pw(β) to be the set of partitions β in A˜ of
the form
{αi} ⊔ Pw′
i
(β − αi).
We call the set Pw(β) an A˜-pattern of w. Note that Pw(β) is a finite set and each partition in
Pw(β) is also a well-defined finite subset of A˜ since wt (ui)−1 > 0. For each w, its A˜-pattern
may not be unique, but we can always fix an A˜-pattern of w.
Without loss of generality, we will assume Pw(β) consists of only one element, that is,
Pw(β) is a partition of β in A˜. Also, zeros in Pw(β) will not affect our main result, we will
still use Pw(β) to denote the set of nonzero elements in Pw(β).
Let P = {β1, . . . , βn} be a partition of β in A˜ (note that βi can be the same as βj for
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n). We define S(P ) to be the set of partitions of β consisting of the partitions
{γ1, . . . , γm}, where γi is a sum of βi’s in P such that the summands of γi exhaust all the
elements in P . Note that P ∈ S(P ) and S(P ) is a finite set if P is a finite set.
Remark 3.3 The set S(P ) has one-to-one correspondence to the set partitions of the set
P . The cardinality is called the Bell number.
In the remaining context of this paper, we shall study a category of strongly graded
generalized V -modules satisfying the following condition:
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Definition 3.4 For a C1-cofinite strongly graded generalized V -module W , we say that
vertex operators preserve the A˜-patterns of elements in W if for u ∈ V (α), w ∈ W (β) with
A˜-pattern Pw(β) and k ∈ Z, the A˜-pattern of ukw satisfies that
Pukw(α + β) ∈ S({α} ⊔ Pw(β)).
Example 3.5 Let V be a strongly A-graded vertex algebra with only nonnegative weights.
Then V is C1-cofinite with respect to A as a strongly A-graded V -module itself since for any
u ∈ V , u = u−11.
For any u ∈ V (α), define the A-pattern of u by Pu(α) = {α}. Thus it is easy to see that
for u ∈ V (α), v ∈ V (β) and k ∈ Z,
Pukv(α + β) = {α + β} ∈ S({α, β}) = S({α} ⊔ Pv(β)).
Hence the vertex operators preserve the A-patterns of elements in V defined in the above
way.
Example 3.6 Let VL be the conformal vertex algebra associated with a nondegenerate even
lattice L and let W be a strongly M-graded VL-module for a sublattice M of L
◦ containing
L (see Example 8.2). Then W is C1-cofinite with respect to M .
For the doubly homogeneous elements w = h1(−n1) · · ·hk(−nk) ⊗ ι(a) ∈ W
(β), we can
define the M-pattern of w by
Pw(β) = {β}.
Let u ∈ V (α). Since ukw will be a linear combination of elements of the form
g1(−i1) · · · gm(−im)⊗ ι(b),
where b¯ = α+ β, we have
Pukw(α + β) = {α + β} ∈ S({α, β}) = S({α} ⊔ Pw(β)).
Thus the vertex operators preserve the M-patterns of elements in W defined in the above
way.
4 Logarithmic intertwining operators
Throughout this paper, we shall use x, x0, x1, x2, . . . to denote commuting formal variables
and z, z0, z1, z2, . . . to denote complex variables or complex numbers. We first recall the
following definitions.
Definition 4.1 Let (W1, Y1), (W2, Y2) and (W3, Y3) be generalized modules for a conformal
vertex algebra V . A logarithmic intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
is a linear map
Y(·, x)· : W1 ⊗W2 → W3[log x]{x}, (4.1)
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or equivalently,
w(1) ⊗ w(2) 7→ Y(w(1), x)w(2) =
∑
n∈C
∑
k∈N
w(1)
Y
n; k
w(2)x
−n−1(log x)k ∈ W3[log x]{x} (4.2)
for all w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2, such that the following conditions are satisfied: the lower
truncation condition: for any w(1) ∈ W1, w(2) ∈ W2 and n ∈ C,
w(1)
Y
n+m; k
w(2) = 0 for m ∈ N sufficiently large, independently of k; (4.3)
the Jacobi identity:
x−10 δ
(
x1 − x2
x0
)
Y3(v, x1)Y(w(1), x2)w(2)
−x−10 δ
(
x2 − x1
−x0
)
Y(w(1), x2)Y2(v, x1)w(2)
= x−12 δ
(
x1 − x0
x2
)
Y(Y1(v, x0)w(1), x2)w(2) (4.4)
for v ∈ V , w(1) ∈ W1 and w(2) ∈ W2 (note that the first term on the left-hand side is
meaningful because of (4.3)); the L(−1)-derivative property: for any w(1) ∈ W1,
Y(L(−1)w(1), x) =
d
dx
Y(w(1), x). (4.5)
Definition 4.2 In the setting of Definition 4.1, suppose in addition that V and W1, W2
and W3 are strongly graded. A logarithmic intertwining operator Y as in Definition 4.1
is a grading-compatible logarithmic intertwining operator if for β, γ ∈ A˜ and w1 ∈ W
(β)
1 ,
w2 ∈ W
(γ)
2 , n ∈ C and k ∈ N, we have
(w1)n;kw2 ∈ W
(β+γ)
3 .
Definition 4.3 In the setting of Definition 4.2, the grading-compatible logarithmic inter-
twining operators of a fixed type
(
W3
W1W2
)
form a vector space, which we denote by VW3W1W2.
We call the dimension of VW3W1W2 the fusion rule for W1, W2 and W3 and denote it by N
W3
W1W2
.
5 Differential equations
In the rest of this paper, we assume that V is a strongly A-graded vertex algebra, every
strongly A˜-graded (generalized) V -module is R-graded and satisfies the C1-cofiniteness con-
dition. We also assume the A˜-patterns of elements in the strongly A˜-graded modules are
preserved by the vertex operators.
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Let Wi be strongly A˜-graded generalized V -modules and w¯i be fixed elements in W
(βi)
i
for βi ∈ A˜. Let Pw¯i(βi) be the A˜-pattern of w¯i for i = 0, 1, 2, 3. Set β =
∑3
i=0 βi and
P (w¯0, w¯1, w¯2, w¯3) =
4⊔
i=0
P ◦w¯i(βi).
Obviously, P (w¯0, w¯1, w¯2, w¯3) is a partition of β in A˜. Form a set
I(w¯0, w¯1, w¯2, w¯3) = {(β˜0, β˜1, β˜2, β˜3) | {β˜0, β˜1, β˜2, β˜3} ∈ S(P (w¯0, w¯1, w¯2, w¯3))}.
For simplicity, we will write P for P (w¯0, w¯1, w¯2, w¯3) and I for I(w¯0, w¯1, w¯2, w¯3), respectively.
The set I is a finite set since P is a finite set.
Let R = C[z±11 , z
±1
2 , (z1 − z2)
−1]. Set
T˜ =
∐
(β˜0,β˜1,β˜2,β˜3)∈I
R⊗W
(β˜0)
0 ⊗W
(β˜1)
1 ⊗W
(β˜2)
2 ⊗W
(β˜3)
3 .
Then T˜ has a natural R-module structure.
Let T be an R-submodule of T˜ generated by the elements:
{w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 ∈ T˜ | ⊔
4
i=0 Pwi(β˜i) ∈ S(P )}.
For simplicity, we shall omit one tensor symbol to write f(z1, z2) ⊗ w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3
as f(z1, z2)w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 in T˜ . For a strongly A˜-graded generalized V -module W ,
let (W ′, Y ′) be the contragredient module of W (recall definition 2.12). In particular, for
u ∈ V and n ∈ Z, we have the operators un on W
′. Let u∗n : W → W be the adjoint of
un : W
′ →W ′. From definition 2.12 and equation (2.4), we have
wt u∗n = −wt un
and
A˜-wt u∗n = A˜-wt un = A˜-wt u.
Definition 5.1 Let α be a sum of elements in P and β˜i ∈ A˜ such that (β˜0, α+β˜1, β˜2, β˜3) ∈ I.
For u ∈ V
(α)
+ , wi ∈ W
(β˜i)
i with A˜-patterns of Pwi(β˜i) of wi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) such that
{α} ⊔ (⊔3i=0Pwi(β˜i)) ∈ S(P ),
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we define J to be the submodule of T˜ generated by elements of the form
A(u, w0, w1, w2, w3)
=
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−z1)
ku∗−1−kw0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 − w0 ⊗ u−1w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−(z1 − z2))
−1−kw0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ ukw2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−z1)
−1−kw0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ ukw3,
B(u, w0, w1, w2, w3)
=
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−z2)
ku∗−1−kw0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−(z1 − z2))
−1−kw0 ⊗ ukw1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 − w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ u−1w2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−z2)
−1−kw0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ ukw3,
C(u, w0, w1, w2, w3)
= u∗−1w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 −
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
z−1−k1 w0 ⊗ ukw1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
z−1−k2 w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ ukw2 ⊗ w3 − w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ u−1w3,
D(u, w0, w1, w2, w3)
= u−1w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
zk+11 w0 ⊗ e
z−11 L(1)(−z21)
L(0)uk(−z
−2
1 )
L(0)e−z
−1
1 L(1)w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
zk+12 w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ e
z−12 L(1)(−z22)
L(0)uk(−z
−2
2 )
L(0)e−z
−1
2 L(1)w2 ⊗ w3
−w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ u
∗
−1w3.
Lemma 5.2 Let J be the R-submodule of T˜ defined in definition 5.1. Then J is an R-
submodule of T .
Proof. We show only the case that A(u, w0, w1, w2, w3) is in T ; the other cases are similar.
Since the A˜-patterns of elements in W0 are preserved by the vertex operators, we have
Pu∗
−1−kw0
(α + β˜0) ∈ S({α} ⊔ Pw0(β˜0)).
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Hence
Pu∗
−1−kw0
(α + β˜0) ⊔ Pw1(β˜1) ⊔ Pw2(β˜2) ⊔ Pw3(β˜3) ∈ S({α} ⊔ (⊔
3
i=0Pwi(β˜i))) ⊂ S(P ).
Therefore by the definition of T , the first expression in A(u, w0, w1, w2, w3) lies in T . It is
similar to show that the other three expressions are also in T .
For r ∈ R, we can define the R-submodules T(r), Fr(T ) and Fr(J) as in [H]. Note that
Fr(T ) is a finitely generated R-module since I is a finite set.
Proposition 5.3 There exists N ∈ Z such that for any r ∈ R, Fr(T ) ⊂ Fr(J) + FN (T ). In
particular, T = J + FN(T ).
Proof. Since Wi is C1-cofinite with respect to A˜, there exists Ni ∈ Z such that for ni ≥ Ni,
(Wi)
(βi)
(ni)
⊂ (C1(Mi))
(βi) for βi ∈ A˜ (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). Let N =
∑4
i=0Ni.
Let w0⊗w1⊗w2⊗w3 be a doubly homogeneous element in T . Then we have wi ∈ W
(β˜i)
i
with A˜-patterns Pwi(β˜i) such that ⊔
3
i=0Pwi(β˜i) ∈ S(P ). It suffices to show that w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗
w2 ⊗ w3 ∈ FN(T ) + J .
If wt w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 ≤ N , the claim is obvious. Now we assume
wt w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 > N.
In this case, there exists some i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} such that wi ∈ (C1(Wi))
(β˜i). We will discuss
the case that w1 ∈ (C1(W1))
(β˜1), the other cases are completely similar.
Without loss of generality, we assume that w1 = u−1w
′
1, where u and w
′
1 are doubly
homogeneous such that A˜-wt u = α ∈ Pw1(β˜1) and Pw1(β˜1) = {α} ⊔ Pw′1(β˜1 − α). By the
definition of A(u, w0, w
′
1, w2, w3),
w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3
=
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−z1)
ku∗−1−kw0 ⊗ w
′
1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−(z1 − z2))
−1−kw0 ⊗ w
′
1 ⊗ ukw2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−z1)
−1−kw0 ⊗ w
′
1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ ukw3 −A(u, w0, w
′
1, w2, w3).
Since the A˜-patterns of elements in Wi are preserved by the vertex operators, we have
Pukwi(α + β˜i) ∈ S({α} ⊔ Pwi(β˜i)), Pu∗−1−kw0(α + β˜0) ∈ S({α} ⊔ Pwi(β˜0)).
Using the same argument as in the proof of lemma 5.2, we see that the elements u∗−1−kw0 ⊗
w′1⊗w2⊗w3, w0⊗w
′
1⊗ukw2⊗w3 and w0⊗w
′
1⊗w2⊗ukw3 are all in T . Note that these elements
all have weights strictly less than w0⊗w1⊗w2⊗w3, thus the element w0⊗w1⊗w2⊗w3 can
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be written as a sum of elements of J and elements of T with lower weights. By induction on
the weight of w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗w2 ⊗ w3, we know that w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗w2 ⊗ w3 can be written as a sum
of elements of J and an element of FN (T ).
For an elementW ∈ T , we shall use [W] to denote the equivalence class in T/J containing
W. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.4 Let Wi be strongly A˜-graded generalized V -modules for i = 0, 1, 2, 3. For any
A˜-homogeneous elements wi ∈ Wi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), let M1 and M2 be the R-submodules of T/J
generated by [w0 ⊗ L(−1)
jw1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3], j ≥ 0, and by [w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ L(−1)
jw2 ⊗ w3], j ≥ 0,
respectively. Then M1, M2 are finitely generated. In particular, for any A˜-homogeneous
elements wi ∈ Wi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), there exist ak(z1, z2), bl(z1, z2) ∈ R for k = 1, . . . , m and
l = 1, . . . , n such that
[w0 ⊗ L(−1)
mw1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3] + a1(z1, z2)[w0 ⊗ L(−1)
m−1w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3]
+ · · ·+ am(z1, z2)[w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3] = 0, (5.1)
[w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ L(−1)
nw2 ⊗ w3] + b1(z1, z2)[w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ L(−1)
n−1w2 ⊗ w3]
+ · · ·+ bn(z1, z2)[w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3] = 0. (5.2)
Proof. We construct R-module T and R-submodule J ⊂ T associated to for each quadruple
wi ∈ W
(βi)
i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). By proposition 5.3, T/J is finitely generated. Since R is a
Noetherian ring, any R-submodule of the finitely generated R-module T/J is also finitely
generated. In particular, M1 and M2 are finitely generated. The second conclusion follows
immediately.
Now we establish the existence of systems of differential equations:
Theorem 5.5 Let Wi for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 be strongly A˜-graded generalized V -modules satisfying
the C1-cofiniteness condition. Suppose that the A˜-patterns of elements in Wi are preserved
by the vertex operators. Then for any A˜-homogeneous elements wi ∈ Wi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), there
exist
ak(z1, z2), bl(z1, z2) ∈ C[z
±
1 , z
±
2 , (z1 − z2)
−1]
for k = 1, . . . , m and l = 1, . . . , n such that for any strongly graded V -module W4,W5 and
W6, any intertwining operators Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5 and Y6 of types
(
W ′0
W1W4
)
,
(
W4
W2W3
)
,
(
W5
W1W2
)
,(
W ′0
W5W3
)
,
(
W ′0
W2W6
)
and
(
W6
W1W3
)
, respectively, the series
〈w0,Y1(w1, z1)Y2(w2, z2)w3〉, (5.3)
〈w0,Y4(Y3(w1, z1 − z2)w2, z2)w3〉 (5.4)
and
〈w0,Y5(w2, z2)Y6(w1, z1)w3〉, (5.5)
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satisfy the expansions of the system of differential equations
∂mϕ
∂zm1
+ a1(z1, z2)
∂m−1ϕ
∂zm−11
+ · · ·+ am(z1, z2)ϕ = 0, (5.6)
∂nϕ
∂zn2
+ b1(z1, z2)
∂n−1ϕ
∂zn−12
+ · · ·+ bn(z1, z2)ϕ = 0 (5.7)
in the region |z1| > |z2| > 0, |z2| > |z1 − z2| > 0 and |z2| > |z1| > 0, respectively.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.4 in [H]. We sketch the proof as
follows:
Let ∆ = wt w0 − wt w1 − wt w2 − wt w3. Let C({x}) be the space of all series of the
form
∑
n∈R anx
n for n ∈ R such that an = 0 when the real part of n is sufficiently negative.
Consider the map
φY1,Y2 : T −→ z
∆
1 C({z2/z1})[z
±1
1 , z
±1
2 ]
defined by
φY1,Y2(f(z1, z2)w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3)
= ι|z1|>|z2|>0(f(z1, z2))〈w0,Y1(w1, z1)Y2(w2, z2)w3〉,
where
ι|z1|>|z2|>0 : R −→ C[[z2/z1]][z
±1
1 , z
±1
2 ]
is the map expanding elements of R as series in the regions |z1| > |z2| > 0.
Using the Jacobi identity for the logarithmic intertwining operators, we have that φY1,Y2(J) =
0. Thus the map φY1,Y2 induces a map
φ¯Y1,Y2 : T/J −→ z
∆
1 C({z2/z1})[z
±1
1 , z
±1
2 ].
Applying φ¯Y1,Y2 to (5.1) and (5.2) and then use the L(−1)-derivative property for logarithmic
intertwining operators, we see that (5.3) indeed satisfies the expansions of the system of
differential equations in the regions |z1| > |z2| > 0. Similarly, we can prove that (5.4)
and (5.5) satisfy the expansions of the system of differential equations in the regions |z2| >
|z1 − z2| > 0 and |z2| > |z1| > 0, respectively.
The following result can be proved by the same method, so we omit the proof.
Theorem 5.6 LetWi be strongly A˜-graded generalized V -modules satisfying the C1-cofiniteness
condition for i = 0, . . . , n + 1. Suppose that the A˜-patterns of elements in Wi are preserved
by the vertex operators. For any generalized V-modules W˜1, . . . , W˜n−1, let
Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn−1,Yn
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be logarithmic intertwining operators of types
(
W0
W1 W˜1
)
,
(
W˜1
W2 W˜2
)
, . . . ,
(
W˜n−2
Wn−1 W˜n−1
)
,
(
W˜n−1
WnWn+1
)
,
respectively. Then for any A˜-homogeneous elements w′(0) ∈ W
′
0, w(1) ∈ W1, . . . , w(n+1) ∈
Wn+1, there exist
ak,l(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C[z
±1
1 , . . . , z
±1
n , (z1 − z2)
−1, (z1 − z3)
−1, . . . , (zn−1 − zn)
−1]
for k = 1, . . . , m and l = 1, . . . , n such that the series
〈w′(0),Y1(w(1), z1) · · · Yn(w(n), zn)w(n+1)〉
satisfies the system of differential equations
∂mϕ
∂zml
+
m∑
k=1
ak,l(z1, . . . , zn)
∂m−kϕ
∂zm−kl
= 0, l = 1, . . . , n (5.8)
in the region |z1| > · · · > |zn| > 0.
6 The regularity of the singular points
We first recall the definition for regular singular points for a system of differential equations
given in [K]. For the system of differential equations of form (5.8), a singular point
z0 = (z
(1)
0 , . . . , z
(n)
0 )
is an isolated singular point of the coefficient matrix
ak,l(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C[z
±1
1 , . . . , z
±1
n , (z1 − z2)
−1, (z1 − z3)
−1, . . . , (zn−1 − zn)
−1]
for k = 1, . . . , m and l = 1, . . . , n. For s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ Z
n
+, set
|s| =
n∑
i=0
si
and
(log(z − z0))
s = (log(z1 − z
(1)
0 ))
s1 · · · (log(zn − z
(n)
0 ))
sn.
For t = (t(1), . . . , t(n)) ∈ Cn, set
(z − z0)
t = (z1 − z
(1)
0 )
t(1) · · · (zn − z
(n)
0 )
t(n) .
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A singular point z0 for the system of differential equations of form (5.8) is regular if every
solution in the punctured disc (D×)n
0 < |zi − z
(i)
0 | < ai
with some ai ∈ R+ (i = 1, . . . , n) is of the form
ϕ(z) =
r∑
i=1
∑
|m|<M
(z − z0)
ti(log(z − z0))
mfti,m(z − z0)
with M, r ∈ Z+ and each fti,m(z − z0) holomorphic in (D
×)n. Theorem B.16 in [K] gives a
sufficient condition for a singular point of a system of differential equations to be regular.
As in [H], for r ∈ R, we define the R-modules F
(z1=z2)
r (R), F
(z1=z2)
r (T ) and F
(z1=z2)
r (T˜ ),
which provide filtration associated to the singular point z1 = z2 on R, R-modules T and T˜ ,
respectively.
Let F
(z1=z2)
r (J) = F
(z1=z2)
r (T ) ∩ J for r ∈ R. We have the following refinement of Propo-
sition 5.3:
Proposition 6.1 For any r ∈ R, F
(z1=z2)
r (T ) ⊂ F
(z1=z2)
r (J) + FN(T ).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 5.3 except for some slight differences.
We discuss elements of the form w0 ⊗ u−1w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 with weight s, where wi ∈ W
(β˜i)
i
for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 and u ∈ (V0)+. By definition of the element A(u, w0, w1, w2, w3) in the
R-submodule J , we have
w0 ⊗ u−1w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3
=
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−z1)
ku∗−1−kw0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 −A(u, w0, w1, w2, w3)
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−(z1 − z2))
−1−kw0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ ukw2 ⊗ w3
−
∑
k≥0
(
−1
k
)
(−z1)
−1−kw0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ ukw3.
We know that the elements u∗−1−kw0⊗w1⊗w2⊗w3, w0⊗w1⊗ukw2⊗w3 and w0⊗w1⊗w2⊗ukw3
for k ≥ 0 lie in T with weights less than the weight of w0 ⊗ u−1w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3.
By induction assumption, u∗−1−kw0⊗w1⊗w2⊗w3, w0⊗w1⊗w2⊗ ukw3 ∈ F
(z1=z2)
s (J) +
FN(T ) and w0⊗w1⊗ukw2⊗w3 ∈ F
(z1=z2)
s−k−1 (J)+FN(T ). Hence the element (−(z1−z2))
−1−kw0⊗
w1 ⊗ ukw2 ⊗ w3 ∈ F
(z1=z2)
s (J) + FN(T ). Thus in this case, w0 ⊗ u−1w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 can be
written as a sum of an element of F
(z1=z2)
s (J) and an element of FN(T ).
We shall also consider the ring C[z±1 , z
±
2 ] and the C[z
±
1 , z
±
2 ]-module
T (z1=z2) =
∐
(β˜0,β˜1,β˜2,β˜3)∈I
C[z±1 , z
±
2 ]⊗ {w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3|wi ∈ W
(β˜i)
i , ⊔
3
i=0Pwi(β˜i) ∈ S(P )}.
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Let T
(z1=z2)
(r) be the space of elements of T
(z1=z2) of weight r for r ∈ R. Let Fr(T
(z1=z2)) =∐
s≤r T
(z1=z2)
(s) . These subspaces give a filtration of T
(z1=z2) in the following sense: Fr(T
(z1=z2)) ⊂
Fs(T
(z1=z2)) for r ≤ s and T (z1=z2) =
∐
r∈R Fr(T
(z1=z2)).
Let wi ∈ W
(β˜i)
i , where (β˜0, β˜1, β˜2, β˜3) ∈ I and ⊔
3
i=0Pwi(β˜i) ∈ S(P ). Then by Proposition
6.1,
w0 ⊗ w1 ⊗ w2 ⊗ w3 =W1 +W2
where W1 ∈ F
(z1=z2)
σ (J) and W2 ∈ FN (T ). Using the same proof as Lemma 2.2 in [H], we
have the following lemma:
Lemma 6.2 For any s ∈ [0, 1), there exist S ∈ R such that s+S ∈ Z+ and for any wi ∈ Wi,
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, satisfying σ ∈ s+ Z, (z1 − z2)
σ+SW2 ∈ T
(z1=z2).
Theorem 6.3 Let Wi, wi ∈ Wi for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, Y1 and Y2 be the same as in Theorem
5.5. For any possible singular point of the form (z1 = 0, z2 = 0, z1 = ∞, z2 = ∞, z1 = z2),
z−11 (z1 − z2) = 0, or z
−1
2 (z1 − z2) = 0, there exist
ak(z1, z2), bl(z1, z2) ∈ C[z
±
1 , z
±
2 , (z1 − z2)
−1]
for k = 1, . . . , m and l = 1, . . . , n, such that this singular point of the system (5.6) and (5.7)
satisfied by (5.3) is regular.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [H] except that we use
Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 here.
We can prove the following theorem using the same method, so we omit the proof here.
Theorem 6.4 For any set of possible singular points of the system (5.8) in Theorem 5.6
of the form zi = 0 or zi = ∞ for some i or zi = zj for some i 6= j, the ak,l(z1, . . . , zn) in
Theorem 5.6 can be chosen for k = 1, . . . , m and l = 1, . . . , n so that these singular points
are regular.
7 Convergence and extension property
In the logarithmic tensor category theory developed in [HLZ1]-[HLZ8], the convergence and
expansion property for the logarithmic intertwining operators are needed in the construction
of the associativity isomorphism. In this Section, we will recall the definition of convergence
and expansion property for products and iterates of logarithmic intertwining operators and
then follow [HLZ7] and [HLZ8] to give sufficient conditions for a category to have these
properties.
Throughout this Section, we will let Msg (respectively, GMsg) denote the category of
the strongly A˜-graded (respectively, generalized) V -modules. We are going to study the
subcategory C of Msg (respectively, GMsg) satisfying the following assumptions.
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Assumption 7.1 We shall assume the following:
• A and A˜ are abelian groups satisfying A ≤ A˜.
• V is a strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra and V is an object of C as a V -
module.
• All (generalized) V -modules are lower bounded, satisfy the C1-cofiniteness condition
with respect to A˜.
• The A˜-patterns of elements in the (generalized) modules are preserved by the vertex
operators.
• For any object of C, the (generalized) weights are real numbers and in addition there
exist K ∈ Z such that (L(0)− L(0)s)
K = 0 on the generalized module.
• C is closed under images, under the contragredient functor, under taking finite direct
sums.
Given objectsW1,W2,W3,W4,M1 andM2 of the category C, let Y1,Y2,Y
1 and Y2 be log-
arithmic intertwining operators of types
(
W4
W1M1
)
,
(
M1
W2W3
)
,
(
W4
M2W3
)
and
(
M2
W1W2
)
, respectively.
We recall the following definitions and theorems from Section 11 in [HLZ7]:
Convergence and extension property for products For any β ∈ A˜, there exists an
integer Nβ depending only on Y1 and Y2 and β, and for any doubly homogeneous elements
w(1) ∈ (W1)
(β1) and w(2) ∈ (W2)
(β2) (β1, β2 ∈ A˜) and any w(3) ∈ W3 and w
′
(4) ∈ W
′
4 such that
β1 + β2 = −β,
there exist M ∈ N, rk, sk ∈ R, ik, jk ∈ N, k = 1, . . . ,M , and analytic functions fk(z) on
|z| < 1, k = 1, . . . ,M , satisfying
wt w(1) + wt w(2) + sk > Nβ, k = 1, . . . ,M,
such that
〈w′(4),Y1(w(1), x1)Y2(w(2), x2)w(3)〉W4|x1=z1, x2=z2
is absolutely convergent when |z1| > |z2| > 0 and can be analytically extended to the
multivalued analytic function
M∑
k=1
zrk2 (z1 − z2)
sk(log z2)
ik(log(z1 − z2))
jkfk(
z1 − z2
z2
)
(here log(z1−z2) and log z2, and in particular, the powers of the variables, mean the multival-
ued functions, not the particular branch we have been using) in the region |z2| > |z1−z2| > 0.
Convergence and extension property without logarithms for products When
ik = jk = 0 for k = 1, . . . ,M , we call the property above the convergence and extension
property without logarithms for products.
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Convergence and extension property for iterates For any β ∈ A˜, there exists an
integer N˜β depending only on Y
1 and Y2 and β, and for any doubly homogeneous elements
w(1) ∈ (W1)
(β1) and w(2) ∈ (W2)
(β2) (β1, β2 ∈ A˜) and any w(3) ∈ W3 and w
′
(4) ∈ W
′
4 such that
β1 + β2 = −β,
there exist M˜ ∈ N, r˜k, s˜k ∈ R, i˜k, j˜k ∈ N, k = 1, . . . , M˜ , and analytic functions f˜k(z) on
|z| < 1, k = 1, . . . ,M , satisfying
wt w(1) + wt w(2) + s˜k > N˜β, k = 1, . . . , M˜ ,
such that
〈w′(0),Y1(Y2(w(1), x0)w(2), x2)w(3)〉W4|x0=z1−z2, x2=z2
is absolutely convergent when |z2| > |z1 − z2| > 0 and can be analytically extended to the
multivalued analytic function
M˜∑
k=1
zr˜k1 z
s˜k
2 (log z1)
i˜k(log z2)
j˜k f˜k(
z2
z1
)
(here log z1 and log z2, and in particular, the powers of the variables, mean the multivalued
functions, not the particular branch we have been using) in the region |z1| > |z2| > 0.
Convergence and extension property without logarithmic for iterates When
ik = jk = 0 for k = 1, . . . ,M , we call the property above the convergence and extension
property without logarithms for iterates.
If the convergence and extension property (with or without logarithms) for products holds
for any objects W1,W2,W3,W4 and M1 of C and any logarithmic intertwining operators Y1
and Y2 of the types as above, we say that the convergence and extension property for products
holds in C. We similarly define the meaning of the phrase the convergence and extension
property for iterates holds in C.
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 11.8 in [HLZ7] to the strongly graded gener-
alized modules for a strongly graded conformal vertex algebra:
Theorem 7.2 Let V be a strongly graded conformal vertex algebra. Then
1. The convergence and extension properties for products and iterates hold in C. If C is
in Msg and if every object of C is a direct sum of irreducible objects of C and there
are only finitely many irreducible objects of C (up to equivalence), then the convergence
and extension properties without logarithms for products and iterates hold in C.
2. For any n ∈ Z+, any objects W1, . . . ,Wn+1 and W˜1, . . . , W˜n−1 of C, any logarithmic
intertwining operators
Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn−1,Yn
of types (
W0
W1 W˜1
)
,
(
W˜1
W2 W˜2
)
, . . . ,
(
W˜n−2
Wn−1 W˜n−1
)
,
(
W˜n−1
WnWn+1
)
,
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respectively, and any w′(0) ∈ W
′
0, w(1) ∈ W1, . . . ,W(n+1) ∈ Wn+1, the series
〈w′(0),Y1(w(1), z1) · · · Yn(w(n), zn)w(n+1)〉
is absolutely convergent in the region |z1| > · · · > |zn| > 0 and its sum can be an-
alytically extended to a multivalued analytic function on the region given by z1 6= 0,
i = 1, . . . , n, zi 6= zj, i 6= j, such that for any set of possible singular points with either
zi = 0, zi =∞ or zi = zj for i 6= j, this multivalued analytic function can be expanded
near the singularity as a series having the same form as the expansion near the singular
points of a solution of a system of differential equations with regular singular points.
Proof. The first statement in the first part and the statement in the second part of the
theorem follow directly from Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 6.4 and the theorem of differential
equations with regular singular points. The second statement in the first part can be proved
using the same method in [H].
8 Examples
Example 8.1 The notion of conformal vertex algebra strongly graded with respect to the
trivial group is exactly the notion of vertex operator algebra. Let V be a vertex operator
algebra, viewed (equivalently) as a conformal vertex algebra strongly graded with respect to
the trivial group. Then the V -modules that are strongly graded with respect to the trivial
group (in the sense of Definition 2.5) are exactly the (C-graded) modules for V as a vertex
operator algebra, with the grading restrictions as follows: For n ∈ C,
W(n+k) = 0 for k ∈ Z sufficiently negative
and
dimW(n) <∞.
Example 8.2 An important source of examples of strongly graded conformal vertex alge-
bras and modules comes from the vertex algebras and modules associated with even lattices.
We recall the following construction from [FLM]. Let L be an even lattice, i.e., a finite-rank
free abelian group equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form 〈·, ·〉, not neces-
sarily positive definite, such that 〈α, α〉 ∈ 2Z for all α ∈ L. Let h = L ⊗Z C. Then h is a
vector space with a nonsingular bilinear form 〈·, ·〉, extended from L. We form a Heisenberg
algebra
ĥZ =
∐
n∈Z, n 6=0
h⊗ tn ⊕ Cc.
Let (L̂,¯ ) be a central extension of L by a finite cyclic group 〈κ | κs = 1〉. Fix a primitive
sth root of unity, say ω, and define the faithful character
χ : 〈κ〉 → C∗
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by the condition
χ(κ) = ω.
Denote by Cχ the one-dimensional space C viewed as a 〈κ〉-module on which 〈κ〉 acts ac-
cording to χ:
κ · 1 = ω,
and denote by C{L} the induced L̂-module
C{L} = IndL̂〈κ〉Cχ = C[L̂]⊗C[〈κ〉] Cχ.
Then
VL = S(ĥ
−
Z )⊗ C{L}
has a natural structure of conformal vertex algebra; see [B1] and Chapter 8 of [FLM]. For
α ∈ L, choose an a ∈ L̂ such that a¯ = α. Define
ι(a) = a⊗ 1 ∈ C{L}
and
V
(α)
L = span {h1(−n1) · · ·hk(−nk)⊗ ι(a)},
where h1, . . . , hk ∈ h, n1, . . . , nk > 0, and where h(n) is the natural operator associated with
h⊗ tn via the hˆZ-module structure of VL. Then VL is equipped with a natural second grading
given by L itself. Also for n ∈ Z, we have
(VL)
(α)
(n) = span {h1(−n1) · · ·hk(−nk)⊗ ι(a)| a¯ = α,
k∑
i=1
ni +
1
2
〈α, α〉 = n},
making VL a strongly L-graded conformal vertex algebra in the sense of definition 2.4. When
the form 〈·, ·〉 on L is also positive definite, then VL is a vertex operator algebra, that is, as
in example 8.1, VL is a strongly A-graded conformal vertex algebra for A the trivial group.
In general, a conformal vertex algebra may be strongly graded for several choices of A.
Any sublattice M of the “dual lattice” L◦ of L containing L gives rise to a strongly M-
graded module for the strongly L-graded conformal vertex algebra (see Chapter 8 of [FLM];
cf. [LL]). In fact, any irreducible (generalized) VL-module is equivalent to a VL-module of
the form VL+β ⊂ VL◦ for some β ∈ L
◦ and any (generalized) VL-module W is equivalent to
a direct sum of irreducible VL-modules. i.e.,
W =
∐
γi∈L◦, i=1,...,n
Vγi+L,
where γi’s are arbitrary elements of L
◦, and n ∈ N (see [D], [DLM]; cf. [LL]).
Any strongly M-graded generalized VL-module W (in this example, all the generalized
modules are modules) satisfies the assumption in Theorem 5.5 and the series (5.3), (5.4),
(5.5) satisfies the expansions of the system of differential equations (5.6) and (5.7) in the
regions |z1| > |z2| > 0, |z2| > |z1 − z2| > 0, respectively.
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Example 8.3 Another family of strongly graded vertex algebra and modules comes from
vertex algebras and modules associated to the abelian current Lie algebras. We recall the
following construction from [Y3]. Let h be a finite dimensional abelian Lie algebra with
a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form 〈·, ·〉h. Let h[t] = h ⊗ C[t]. Then the current Lie
algebra h[t] is an abelian Lie algebra with an invariant symmetric bilinear form induced from
〈·, ·〉h. We form an affine Lie algebra
ĥ[t] = h[t]⊗ C[s, s−1]⊕ Ck.
It has graded subalgebras
ĥ[t]+ = h[t]⊗ s
−1C[s−1]
and
ĥ[t](≤0) = h[t]⊗ C[s]⊕ Ck.
Then the induced module
M(l) = U(ĥ[t])⊗
ĥ[t](≤0)
C1 = S(ĥ[t]+)⊗ C1,
where h[t]⊗C[s] annihilates C1 and k acts as a scalar multiplication by l ∈ C, has a natural
structure of quasi-conformal vertex algebra; see [Y3]. For i ∈ N, define
M(l)(i) = span {h1t
i1(−n1) · · ·hkt
ik(−nk)1},
where hj ∈ h, nj ∈ Z+ and
∑k
j=1 ij = i for j = 1, . . . , k. Thus M(l) is equipped with a
natural second grading by N. Also for n ∈ N, we have the doubly homogeneous subspace
M(l)
(i)
(n) = span {h1t
i1(−n1) · · ·hkt
ik(−nk)1|
k∑
j=1
ij = i,
k∑
j=1
nj = n},
is finite dimensional, making M(l) a strongly N-graded quasi-conformal vertex algebra.
For λ ∈ h∗, let Cλ denote the one-dimensional h-module with h ∈ h acts as λ(h). For
every c ∈ C, we define the evaluation module V (λ, c) as a vector space with the action given
by
(hf) · v = f(c)λ(h)v h ∈ h f ∈ C[t], v ∈ Cλ.
Then the induced module
W (λ, 0, l) = U(ĥ[t])⊗
ĥ[t](≤0)
V (λ, 0) = S(ĥ[t]+)⊗ V (λ, 0)
is a strongly N-graded quasi-conformal module for M(l).
For λ ∈ h∗, let Ωλ denote a finite dimensional h-module such that
(h− λ(h))nv = 0
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for h ∈ h, v ∈ Ωλ and some n ∈ Z+. For every c ∈ C, we denote the evaluation ĥ[t]-module
induced from Ωλ at c by Ω(λ, c). We form the induced module
G(λ, 0, l) = S(ĥ[t]+)⊗ Ω(λ, 0).
For simplicity, we assume h is one-dimensional with nonzero vector h. If h(0)2 admits a
Jordan block with size greater than 1 on Ωλ, then G(λ, 0, l) will be a strongly N-graded
quasi-conformal generalized module for M(l).
The strongly N-graded moduleW (λ, c, l) and generalized module G(λ, 0, l) are C1-cofinite
with respect to N, and the matrix elements of products and iterates of intertwining operators
satisfy differential equations. See [Y3] for the details.
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